Abstract. By comparing SU(3)-breaking scales of linear mass formulae, it is shown that the lowest vector, axial-vector, and scalar mesons all have aqq configuration, while the ground-state octet and decuplet baryons are qqq. Also, the quark-level linear σ model is employed to predict similarqq and qqq states. Finally, the approximate mass degeneracy of the scalar a 0 (980) and f 0 (980) mesons is demonstrated to be accidental.
INTRODUCTION
In the quark model, one usually assumes that pseudoscalar (P), vector (V ), and axialvector (A ) mesons areqq, whereas octet (O) and decuplet (D) baryons arestates. However, it is often argued [1] that the light scalar (S ) mesons are non-qq candidates, in view of their low masses. In this short paper, we shall show that the ground-state meson nonets P, S , V , and A are allqq, hence including the light scalars, while the lowest O and D baryons arestates.
In Sec. 2, SU (3) mass splittings for loosely bound V , A , and S states are shown to have symmetry-breaking scales of 16%, 8%, and 25%, respectively, using linear mass formulae. We apply the latter formulae toO and D states in Sec. 3, leading to SU (3)-breaking scales of 13% and 12%, respectively. Then in Sec. 4, we employ the quark-level linear σ model (Lσ M) to predict similarqq andstates as in Secs. 2 and 3. Next in Sec. 5, we study the Sqq states and argue why the V states have slightly higher masses, on the basis of the nonrelativistic quark model. Moreover, the approximate mass degenaracy of the S a 0 (980) and f 0 (980) mesons is shown to be just accidental. We summarize our results in Sec. 6. 
The fact that theqq scalars have an SU (3)-breaking scale of 25%, about double the scale of V and A ground states, further suggests that, whereas the V , A areqq loosely bound states, theqq S states (with quarks touching in the NJL scheme [4] ) are "barely" elementary-particle partners of the tightly bound P states (discussed in Sec. 4).
The mean of the slightly varying V , A , S mass scales in Eqs. (2, 4, 6 ) is m 0 = 969 MeV, δ m = 141 MeV, and the latter are close to the baryon mass-splitting scales which we derive next.
LOOSELY BOUND QQQ BARYONS
In this same Taylor-series spirit, the O baryon SU (3) mass splitting
The (d/ f ) ss ratio can be found from Eqs. (7) as
Thus, Eqs. (7) predict the average mass splittings
The
and δ m D is weighted by
Then the SU (3) D masses are predicted (in MeV) to be
This corresponds to average mass splittings
It is interesting that both loosely boundO and D symmetry-breaking scales of about 150 MeV are near theqq V , A , S mean mass-splitting scale of δ m = 141 MeV. However, the SU (3)-breaking scale of 25% for scalars is almost double the 12-16% scales of V , A , O, D states. This suggests that V , A , O, Dqq orstates are all loosely bound, in contrast with theqq S and, of course, the P states (see above). In fact, the latter Nambu-Goldstone P states are massless in the chiral limit (CL) 
CONSTITUENT QUARKS AND THE QUARK-LEVEL Lσ M
Formulating the P and Sqq states as elementary chiral partners [6] , the Lagrangian density of the SU (2) quark-level linear σ model (Lσ M) has, after the spontaneoussymmetry-breaking shift, the interacting part [7] L
with tree-order CL couplings related as (for f π ≈ 93 MeV)
The SU (2) and SU (3) chiral Goldberger-Treiman relations (GTRs) are
Since f K / f π ≈ 1.22 [1] , the constituent-quark-mass ratio from Eq. (16) becomes
which is independent of the value of g. In loop order, Eqs. (15) are recovered, along with [8, 5] 
Here, the first equation is the NJL relation [4] , now true for the Lσ M as well. The second equation in Eq. (18) was first found via the Z = 0 compositeness relation [9] , separating the elementary π and σ particles from the bound states ρ, ω, and a 1 . We first estimate the (non-chiral-limiting) nonstrange and strange constituent quark masses from the GTRs (16), together with the Lσ M loop-order result (18):
These quark-mass scales in turn confirm the mass-splitting scales found in Secs. 2, 3:
near 140, 98, 150, and 150 MeV, respectively. Also the SU (3) non-vanishing masses are predicted as
near the 850, 1151, and 1232 MeV m 0 masses in Secs. 2, 3.
S SCALARS AND ACCIDENTAL DEGENERACIES
An almost degenerate case in the nonrelativistic quark model (NRQM) is [10] , in the context of QCD, However, for the elementary-particle P and S states, one should invoke the infinitemomentum-frame (IMF, see Appendix) scalar-pseudoscalar SU (3) equal-splitting laws (ESLs), reading [11] 
where m η avg is the average η, η ′ mass 753 MeV. These ESLs hold for m σ (650) = 2m and m κ(800) = 2 √ m sm = 809 MeV, the NJL-Lσ M values. Using the ESLs (23) to predict the a 0 mass, one finds
very close to the PDG value 984.7 ± 1.2 MeV. Thus, the nearness of the a 0 (980) and f 0 (980) masses, the latter scalar being mostlyss and so near the vectorss φ (1020) (see above), is indeed an accidental degeneracy. Note that a similar (approximate) degeneracy is found in the dynamical unitarized quark-meson model of Ref. [12] , where the samēassignments are employed as here.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The usual field-theory picture is that meson masses should appear quadratically and baryon masses linearly in Lagrangian models based on the Klein-Gordon 
